Introduction
notion that semantic content guides eye-movements is inconsistent with the idea that the 70 eye-movements are dependent solely on the distribution of image features. 71 A string of recent studies has claimed to provide support for the role of meaning in driving 75 called meaning maps (MMs). A MM for a given image is created by breaking it down into small 76 isolated patches, which are rated for their meaningfulness independently from the rest of the 77 visual scene. These ratings are pooled together into a smooth map, which is supposed to 78 capture the distribution of meaning across the image. Compared to outputs from a simple 79 saliency model (GBVS, Harel et al., 2006) , MMs were more predictive of human fixations. On 80 that basis it has been claimed that meaning guides human fixations in natural scene viewing 81 (Henderson & Hayes, 2017 . Here, we examined central predictions of this claim. 82 First, if MMs measure meaning and if meaning guides human eye-movements, MMs should 83 be better in predicting locations of fixations than saliency models because these models rely 84 solely on image features. Therefore, we compared MMs to a range of classic and state-of-the- 85 art models. We replicate the finding that MMs perform better than some of the most basic A second prediction is that if MMs are sensitive to meaning and if meaning guides human 90 gaze, differences in eye movements that result from changes in meaning should be reflected 91 in equivalent differences in MMs. We probed this prediction experimentally using a well-92 established effect: the same object, when presented in an atypical context (e.g., a shoe on a 93 bathroom sink) attracts more fixations than when presented in a typical context because of 94 the change in the semantic object-context relationship (Henderson, Weeks, & Hollingworth, 95 1999; Öhlschläger & Võ, 2017). Replicating previous studies, image regions attracted more 96 fixations when they contained context-inconsistent compared to context-consistent objects. 97 Crucially, however, MMs of the modified scenes did not attribute more 'meaning' to these 98 regions. DGII also failed to adjust its predictions accordingly. 99 Together, these findings suggest that semantic information contained in visual scenes is 100 critical for the control of eye movements. However, this information is captured neither by 101 MMs nor DGII. We suggest that similar to saliency models, MMs index the distribution of 102 visual features rather than meaning.
104
Method 105 We conducted a single experiment in which human observers free-viewed natural scenes 106 while their eye-movements were being recorded. The obtained data was analyzed in two 107 complimentary ways. First, we compared how well MMs and different saliency models predict 108 locations of human fixations in natural scenes. Subsequently, we assessed the sensitivity of 109 MMs and the best-performing saliency model to manipulations of scene meaning. The Creating MMs. To create MMs for our stimuli, we followed the procedure described by 185 Henderson & Hayes (2017, 2018; for details see Fig. 2 ). Each image was segmented into 186 partially overlapping patches of two sizes: fine patches had a diameter of 107 pixels (3 degrees 187 of the visual angle, or 16 % of the image width), coarse patches of 247 pixels (7 degrees or 188 36% of the image width) ( Fig. 2a and b ). Their centers were 58 pixels (fine) and 97 pixels 189 (coarse) apart from each other. 190 Next, we collected meaningfulness ratings from human subjects for all patches. Each patch 191 was presented in isolation and rated for its meaningfulness on a 6 point Likert scale ( Semi-partial correlations. Because predictions of models and MMs overlap, we quantified 301 their distinct predictive power using semi-partial correlations. We conducted these analyses 302 for GBVS (used in the original MMs studies) and DGII (the only model which markedly 303 outperformed MMs). 304 For each scene from the Consistent condition, we calculated two semi-partial correlations 305 with the distribution from smoothed fixations: one for MMs while controlling for GBVS, and 306 one for GBVS while controlling for MMs (see Fig. 4 ). Consistent with findings by Henderson 307 and Hayes (2018), MMs explain more unique variance than GBVS (Fig. 6a) Analyzing the effects of semantic inconsistencies within scenes -results 345 Our comparison indicated that, as predicted, observers fixated more on inconsistent than 346 consistent objects (Fig. 5a ). By contrast, behavior of both MMs and DGII did not change across 347 conditions ( Fig. 5b and c) . These impressions were confirmed by a 2x3 ANOVA, with condition (Consistent vs. Inconsistent) as a within-subjects factor and the distribution source (human 349 fixations vs. MMs vs. DGII) as a between-subjects factor. We found a statistically significant 350 main effect of distribution source, F(2, 105) = 13.09, p < .001, ω 2 = 0.16 and condition, F(1, 351 105) = 7.41 p = 0.0076 X, ω 2 = 0.005. These main effects were qualified by a significant 352 interaction, F(2, 105) = 16.90, p < .001 X, ω 2 = 0.026. Tukey post-hoc tests showed that human 353 observers looked more at the Critical Regions in the Inconsistent, than the Consistent 354 condition, t(105) = -6.22, p < .001. In contrast, no significant differences between conditions 355 were found for DGII, t(105) = -0.09 p = 1.0, and MMs, t(105) = 1.60 p = 0.6028. Comparisons 
